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PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY

Dedicated purchasing professional specializing in logistics coordination, vendor
relations and inventory management. Organized and proactive with remarkable
project management, communication and planning abilities. Exceptional leader
skilled at reducing costs and increasing department efficiency.

SKILLS ERP (SysPro) and Kanban
Systems
Attention to Detail
Teamwork & Collaboration
Analytical Thinking & Problem
Solving
Proven Leadership & Ability to
train high performing employees
Win/Win Negotiations
Logistics Expert

Networking
Data Driven Solutions
Financial acumen
Project Management
Process Development
Strategic planning
Contract Negotiation

WORK HISTORY 06/2019 to CURRENTSOFTWARE DEVELOPER

I See Me! | Eden Prairie, MN

Magento developer in both Magento 1.9 and Magento 2.3.4 e-commerce
environment. I use AWS, S3, shell scripting, Varnish Cache and a CDN to
automate and serve up our content. I am solely responsible for coding of the
templates, overall UI and UX integrations and developing modules in PHP, JS,
HTML and Sass, to name a few. I work closely with marketing to align UX best
practices with department needs and have a keen ability to translate goal
requirements into technological solutions. I recommend new technologies to
enhance the site. I monitor Google Analytics and other consumer behavior,
optimize the site for speed, implement SEO best practices and implement A/B
tests to improve conversions.

04/2017 to 06/2019FULL STACK DEVELOPER

Digital River | Minnetonka, MN

Developer on the Creative Team within the marketing department. I worked on a
multitude of CMS (WordPress) projects in a LAMP environment for major
corporations. Specifically re-branding 4 companies with an e-commerce focus by
building custom themes (using HTML, Bootstrap, Css/ Sass, jQuery, MySQL for
database queries etc...) plugins and pulling in their products via REST APIs. All
of these built using OOP standards with an MVC concept with UX best-practices.



Database design & configuration (MySQL), multi-site setup for global locales and
interpretation files (MO/PO). All while keeping the GIT repo up-to-date by
branching and merging in an agile environment.

09/2013 to 04/2017PROCUREMENT MANAGER

Manna Freight Systems | Eagan , MN

Managed and directed the activities of the purchasing department and
associated related tasks. Performed purchasing and material planning to support
the Delivery & Installation Schedule while maintaining the corporate inventory
objectives. Participated in contract negotiations with new and existing suppliers
to ensure low cost and high-quality services, essentially facilitating contracts that
saved the company $30k year per region. Identified new suppliers and initiate
quote requests. TSA certified to source and work with foreign suppliers.
Developed and maintained approval procedures to bring new suppliers on board.
Managed supplier relationships and assists in building effective partnerships as
well as identifying strategic opportunities for process improvements and cost
reductions. Created and distributed Vendor Scorecards for key suppliers. Data
entry, analytics and vendor management in SysPro. With the help of the
purchasing team, created and issued purchase orders in a timely matter to
ensure on time delivery. Worked with all departments regarding purchasing
needs and resolving issues as they arise. Responsible for reviewing and
establishing A, B, C codes, annual usage, and recommended safety levels.
Performed other duties and responsibilities as assigned by the Director.

EDUCATION 06/2017Bachelor of Science | Engineering

The Art Institutes International Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

CERTIFICATIONS TSA Certified


